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The right app for 
every need



Beurer app world
Intelligent products call for ease of operation and simple 
evaluation of all data. At any time, from anywhere. Beurer’s 
range of apps covers many topics relating to health, well-
being and safety. We have the right app for everyone.

The Beurer Connect product group. All products marked 
with the Connect button can be connected to a 
corresponding app or software program, for example to 
“beurer HealthManager“. The connection can take place in 
the traditional manner via USB cable, or via Bluetooth® or 
NFC1 directly to your end device. This is truly convenient 
monitoring.

The right solution 
for every requirement

1Near Field Communication

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth 
SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Beurer GmbH is under license. Other trade-
marks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and 
other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and 
other countries.  Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.
Android is a trademark of Google LLC. 



„beurer HealthManager“

Innovative and safe 
health monitoring

Example of products:

*tested online application Beurer 
HealthManager Cloud

The „beurer HealthManager“ app developed by Beurer 
enables you to keep an eye on your data – at any time, 
anywhere. The extensive product range includes blood 
pressure monitors blood glucose monitors, diagnostic 
scales, activity sensors, with sleep tracking function, 
thermometers and pulse oximeters – combining the  
modern, networked healthcare world of today.

*

BM 85 BF 700GL 50 evo AS 95

„beurer CalmDown“

stress releaZer

Inner balance with  
breathing exercises

With the stress releaZer, you can bring body and mind in 
balance through conscious breathing exercises and gentle 
vibration massage. The app enables the user to create a 
individual exercise program with a reminder function. 
Music, light and warmth also help you to relax. A weekly 
evaluation of your personal stress level helps you to better 
understand your own sense of stress. Start your six-week 
anti-stress program!   



„beurer BabyCare“ „beurer FreshHome“

BY 90 FT 95 LR 500

A comfortable environment  
within your home

Growing up healthy  
and happy

Say goodbye to poor air quality! The „beurer FreshHome“ 
app helps you to have a pleasant and healthy indoor 
environment at home. In a practical overview of all 
connected devices, you can see all of the values regarding 
the day, week, month or year and assess the air quality. If 
the measured values are outside the set target range, this 
is reported and you are provided with useful tips to 
improve the indoor environment in a targeted way.

The „beurer BabyCare“ app accompanies you on the 
exciting initial years with your baby. Track data such as 
size, weight, body temperature, head circumference, sleep, 
food, crying, nappy changes, and of course, data on health. 
The app shows you important parameters in a timeline 
and provides helpful tips for the daily routine with your 
baby. Save special moments and memories, and follow the 
development of your child.



„beurer EMS HomeStudio“

EM 95

Achieve your training  
goals more easily

Train without a fitness studio or equipment – more 
effectively and more efficiently either at home or out in the 
park. In conjunction with the EM 95, the „beurer EMS 
HomeStudio“ app is your new personal trainer! A virtual 
coach guides you through numerous workouts and 
excercises with you. Simply adapt the training to your 
personal fitness level or create your perfect workout. 
Further app features are the display of training progress, 
trainer feedback, the multi-user option and tablet 
optimisation. 



„beurer SleepExpert“ 

Healthy, restorative sleep becomes more and more 
important as the demands of everyday life increase. 
Become more familiar with your body’s sleeping activities to 
resolve the causes of possible sleep problems. Everything is 
better after a good night’s sleep!

The Beurer SE 80 sleep sensor provides precise sleep 
monitoring and analysis – just like a sleep laboratory but 
from the comfort of your own home.

Enjoy life more after 
a good night’s sleep

Feel good in your body in every way! With the „beurer 
BodyShape“ app and the corresponding products, you can 
reach your desired weight with ease, shape your body and 
learn to eat consciously and healthily. 

The „beurer BodyShape“ app will soon be your best friend, 
training partner and personal trainer bringing motivation 
and fun.

„beurer BodyShape“

Get in great shape and 
reach your ideal weight

AS 81 BodyShape BF 710 BodyShape SE 80 SleepExpert



„beurer CosyNight“

Warmth isn‘t just good for the body, it‘s also good for 
the soul. With the „beurer CosyNight“ app you can  
specify heat programs and put together a customised 
heat program. You can even conveniently switch on the 
underblanket whilst you are out and about. The two  
heated underblankets UB 190 CosyNight and UB 200 
CosyNight come with a WiFi switch which enables the de-
vice to be controlled externally. 

Another handy feature is the innovative voice control via 
Amazon Alexa.

Warm up your bed  
when you are out and about

„beurer SleepQuiet“ 

No more sleepless nights! The user-friendly „beurer  
SleepQuiet“ app enables you to carry out a detailed ana-
lysis of your snore behaviour, helping you to reduce your 
disruptive snoring. 

The snore stopper SL 70 and the snore mask SL 60  
detect snoring sounds and fix them before your partner 
is awake!

Restful sleep 
without interruption

SL 70 SL 60
UB 190  
CosyNight

UB 200  
CosyNight



Long-lasting, easy and convenient removal of unwanted 
hair as well as getting a smooth and supple skin. Thanks 
to the Intense Pulsed Light  technology and the beurer IPL 
hair removal devices, annoying unwanted hair is removed 
easily. 
This intuitive app supports you throughout the entire treat-
ment phase, from adjusting the appropriate energy level to 
suit your hair and skin characteristics through to creating a 
personalised treatment plan, including reminder function. 
For all Beurer IPL products.

„beurer MyIPL“ 

Perfect guide for  
long-lasting hair removal

Example of products:

„beurer FreshRoom“

Keep an eye on your indoor
temperature and humidity level

The indoor environment affects our daily well-being. With the  
HM 55 thermo hygrometer you can keep an eye on the in-
door temperature and humidity level at all times. Its war-
ning function enables you to always maintain a climate that 
is comfortable for you. 

The „beurer FreshRoom“ app provides clear, long-term
monitoring and can even be used for multiple rooms.

HM 55 IPL 7500 IPL 10000+



Many people struggle with getting up early every day – but 
with the WL 90 and WL 75 wake up lights you can bring the 
sunrise directly into your bedroom and can start the day 
rested. And thanks to the TL 100 daylight therapy lamp, you 
will not have the winter blues – even when it‘s dark.
All of the products‘ functions can be easily controlled from 
your smartphone using this app.

„beurer LightUp“

Fresh and rested  
throughout the day

Example of products:

WL 90 TL 100WL 75



„beurer CardioExpert“

Precise ECG measurement at home – the ME 90 mobile 
ECG device and the BM 95 blood pressure monitor with ECG 
function as well as our free of charge „beurer CardioExpert“ 
app monitors all your values and maintains a professional 
dialogue with your doctor.

From the comfort of your own 
home: ECG competence centre

The „beurer CareCam“ app was specially developed for the 
two Beurer monitors BY 88 Smart Monitor and BY 99 Dual-
Video Monitor. 

Continuous monitoring at any time, anywhere via 
smartphone, tablet or PC. Can be used as a baby monitor, 
when caring for the elderly or for monitoring a room.

„beurer CareCam“ 

Peace of mind at home 
and on the go

CONNECT ED

BM 95ME 90 BY 88 BY 99



Beurer GmbH. P.O. Box 1427. 89004 Ulm, Germany. Soeflinger Strasse 218. 89077 Ulm, Germany  
Tel. +49 (0) 731/3989-0. Fax. +49 (0) 731/3989-139. export@beurer.de 
www.beurer.com www.beurer-healthguide.com
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